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In this paper we study relevance of quantities conserved by a numerical scheme for data assimilation through statistical equilibrium mechanics. We use the Ensemble Kalman Filter with perturbed observations as a data assimilation method. We consider three Arakawa discretisations of the quasigeostrophic model that either preserve energy (Arakawa E), or enstrophy (Arakawa Z), or both (Arakawa EZ). We perform a twin experiment, where observations are generated from the Hamiltonian particle-mesh method (HPM), which preserves energy and infinite number of Casimirs though trivially. Due to the chosen initial conditions and conservation laws of the HPM the true probability density function (PDF) is skewed, while due to the conservation laws of an Arakawa discretisation the modelled PDF is normal. Numerical experiments show that if observations of stream function are assimilated, the choice of a numerical scheme is crucial for a good reconstruction of the time-averaged fields and PDF estimation. Arakawa E completely fails to reproduce the true nonlinear behaviour, Arakawa Z is sensitive to localisation and inflation, and Arakawa EZ provides the best estimate. If observations of potential vorticity are assimilated, a good time-averaged field reconstruction is independent of a numerical scheme. The PDF estimations are comparable for all Arakawa discretisations. For obtaining nonzero skewness localisation has to be applied even for a very large ensemble size of 600. Inflation, on the contrary, deteriorates skewness estimation for both small and large ensemble sizes.
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1. Introduction

Data assimilation is a methodology that combines available observations together with a model state estimation in order to reduce an error in initial conditions and, as a result, to give a better estimation and prediction of the state (Jazwinski 1970). One obstacle of data assimilation is availability of the data. As we cannot observe all variables, the question arises whether data assimilation performs better when assimilating one variable or another. For example Compo et al. (2011) showed that assimilation of pressure considerably improves climate estimation. This could be taken into account when planning to install new measuring devices. However, when it comes to estimating the past such as paleoclimate, we need to work with the limited data available to us. Then the question becomes how to improve data assimilation results using those limited data.

One option is to provide better data assimilation methods and another one better model estimations. A better model estimation could be obtained by including missing physical terms, for example. However, as no analytic solution is generally available for complex dynamical models, we need to introduce a numerical approximation and solve the numerical model. Therefore the numerical approximation introduces an additional error. In order to decrease this error, we could consider a high-order numerical scheme or a scheme that maintains conservation properties of the mathematical (non-discretised) model, since it has been recognised for a long time that preservation of quantities by a numerical scheme avoids spurious behaviour (e.g. Hairer et al. 2006). Data assimilation methods, however, are non-conservative in general, with a few exceptions such as Ensemble Kalman Filter without localisation that preserves linear properties (e.g. Evensen 2009b), particle filtering (e.g. Doucet et al. 2001), when the data assimilation method does not alternate the state, and recently developed data assimilation methods that ensure conservation laws (Jacobs and Ngodock 2003; Janjić et al. 2014). Therefore a combination of a conservative numerical scheme with a typically non-conservative data assimilation method results in a loss of otherwise preserved quantities. Zeng and Janjić (2016) studied how a data assimilation method—the Local Ensemble Transform Kalman Filter—influences conservation laws in the shallow water model that preserves mass, energy and momentum, and in addition
entrophy for non-divergent flow; Wang et al. (2016) investigated influence of assimilation with an ensemble Kalman Filter on variable with a physical constrain for conservation of mass heat and salt content. In this paper we, however, study the influence of conservation properties of different numerical discretisations on the data assimilation results for quasigeostrophic (QG) model through statistical mechanics.

Pioneering work of Onsager (1949) analysed a mathematical (continuous) model from the statistical equilibrium mechanics perspective. The statistical equilibrium mechanics is derived based on conservation laws and it predicts long-time averages (e.g. Majda and Wang 2006). Therefore, a conservative numerical discretisation should be potentially favourable for predictions and thus for applying data assimilation.

We consider the quasigeostrophic (QG) model. The QG model with forcing and dissipation is relevant for practical geophysical flows. A considerable progress has been made in statistical theories over the past years for a continuous model (e.g. Griffa and Salmon 1989; Montgomery et al. 1992; DiBattista et al. 2001; Verkley and Lynch 2009), but discrete QG models with different numerical treatments of dissipation and forcing terms have not been studied through statistical mechanics. In contrast to forced-dissipative systems, the QG model without forcing nor dissipation is an idealised setting. However, statistical equilibrium theories were developed for both a continuous (Kraichnan 1975; Salmon et al. 1976; Carnevale and Frederiksen 1987; Ellis et al. 2002) and a discrete form of such QG (Dubinkina and Frank 2007, 2010). As our goal is to analyse data assimilation from the statistical mechanics point of view, we consider the QG model without forcing nor dissipation.

The continuous QG model possess energy and infinite number of Casimir conservation laws. For the continuous QG model, an energy-entrophy statistical equilibrium theory was derived based on conservation of energy and entrophy by Kraichnan (1975); Salmon et al. (1976); Carnevale and Frederiksen (1987) and a statistical equilibrium theory was derived based on prior probability density function (PDF), conservation of energy and circulation by Ellis et al. (2002). Dubinkina and Frank (2007, 2010) showed that the discrete system obtained by a numerical approximation has a different statistical equilibrium theory than the continuous one. Dubinkina and Frank (2007) showed that if the QG model is discretised by Arakawa schemes, then different statistical equilibrium theories can be derived for the corresponding discrete systems depending on the conserved quantities the discrete system possesses. Dubinkina and Frank (2010) showed that the Hamiltonian particle-mesh method for the QG model provides the statistical equilibrium theory based on energy and circulation preservation and the prior PDF, which coincides with conservation of the infinite number of Casimirs, though they are only trivially conserved by the method.

The paper is organised as following: In section 2, we briefly recall the QG model and its conservation properties. In section 3, we review Arakawa discretisations, the Hamiltonian particle-mesh method, and their conservation properties and in section 5, their statistical equilibrium theories. In section 6, we give a description of Ensemble Kalman Filter with perturbed observations. The numerical experiments are presented in section 7 and conclusions are summarised in section 8.

2. The quasigeostrophic model

The quasigeostrophic potential vorticity (QG) equation (e.g. Pedlosky 1987; Salmon 1998; Majda and Wang 2006) describes

\[ \frac{d}{dt} q(x, t) = 0, \]

\[ \Delta \psi(x, t) = q(x, t) - h(x), \]

where \( q \) is the potential vorticity (PV) field, \( \psi \) is the stream function, and \( h \) is the orography of the earth. The Laplacian operator is denoted by \( \Delta \) and the material derivative by \( d/dt = \partial/\partial t + u \cdot \nabla \). Here, the divergence-free velocity field \( u \) is related to the stream function by \( u = \nabla \times \psi \), where \( \nabla \times = (-\partial/\partial y, \partial/\partial x)^T \) and \( T \) stands for transverse. In this paper we consider the QG equation on a doubly periodic domain \( x = (x, y) \in D \equiv [0, 2\pi] \times [0, 2\pi] \).

The QG model describes a Hamiltonian PDE with Lie-Poisson structure (Salmon 1998), implying the conservation of the total kinetic energy

\[ E = - \frac{1}{2} \int_D \psi \cdot (q - h) \, dx \]

as well as the infinite class of Casimir functionals

\[ C[f] = \int_D f(q) \, dx \]

for any function \( f \) for which the integral exists. Of particular interest are the PV moments:

\[ C_\alpha = \int_D q^\alpha \, dx, \quad \alpha = 1, 2, \ldots, \]

and especially the circulation \( C_1 \) and enstrophy \( C_2 \).

3. Spatial semi-discretisations

In the following section we describe several numerical methods to solve the quasigeostrophic model Eq. (1) in space only.

3.1. Poisson equation

Poisson equation Eq. (1b) is a linear elliptic PDE, which we solve by the Fourier spectral method. Let us introduce a uniform \( M \times M \) grid on \( D \) with grid spacing \( \Delta x = \Delta y = 2\pi/M \), then the potential vorticity \( q \) can be approximated on the grid by \( q \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times M} \) with components \( q_{i,j} = q(i\Delta x, j\Delta y), \; i, j = 0, \ldots, M - 1 \), where periodicity is realised by identifying the indices \( M \) and 0. Define the Fourier transform as

\[ \hat{q}_{k,\ell} = \frac{1}{M^2} \sum_{i,j=0}^{M-1} q_{i,j} e^{-(ik+i\ell)}, \; k, \ell = -M/2 + 1, \ldots, M/2, \]

then Eq. (1b) is solved exactly in the Fourier space

\[ \hat{\psi}_{k,\ell} = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} 0, & k = \ell = 0, \\ \left( \hat{q}_{k,\ell} - \hat{h}_{k,\ell} \right) / (k^2 + \ell^2), & \text{otherwise}. \end{array} \right. \]

Note, that here the inverse Laplacian is restricted to the hyperplane \( \hat{\psi}_{0,0} \equiv 0 \), which results in stream function field \( \psi \) with zero mean. In this paper, the orography is a function of \( x \) only, specifically

\[ h(x, y) = 0.2 \cos(x) + 0.4 \cos(2x), \]

since it is predicted from the energy-entrophy statistical theory that the mean stream function in this case is a function of \( x \) variable only, and therefore any departure from that structure illustrates the departure from the energy-entropy statistical theory.
3.2. Arakawa method

Arakawa scheme (Arakawa 1966) is a finite difference scheme for the QG model that preserves linear and quadratic invariants. In order to describe the Arakawa scheme let us rewrite Eq. (1a) as

\[ q_t = \mathcal{J}(q, \psi), \]

where the operator \( \mathcal{J} \) is defined by

\[ \mathcal{J}(q, \psi) = q_x \psi_y - q_y \psi_x. \]

Then we can rewrite the continuous \( \mathcal{J} \) in three equivalent forms based on the fact that the derivatives with respect to \( x \) and \( y \) commute, namely

\[ \mathcal{J}(q, \psi) = q_x \psi_y - q_y \psi_x, \]

\[ \mathcal{J}(q, \psi) = \partial_x (q \psi_y) - \partial_y (q \psi_x), \]

\[ \mathcal{J}(q, \psi) = \partial_y (q \psi_x) - \partial_x (q \psi_y). \]

After discretising each \( \mathcal{J}(q, \psi) \) on a uniform \( M \times M \) grid on \( \mathcal{D} \) with grid spacing \( \Delta x \) by central differences

\[
(D_x q)_{i,j} = \frac{q_{i+1,j} - q_{i-1,j}}{2\Delta x}, \quad (D_y q)_{i,j} = \frac{q_{i,j+1} - q_{i,j-1}}{2\Delta y},
\]

we get three discrete right-hand sides

\[
J_0(q, \psi) = (D_x q) \ast (D_x \psi) - (D_y q) \ast (D_y \psi),
\]

\[
J_E(q, \psi) = D_x (q \ast D_x \psi) - D_y (q \ast D_y \psi),
\]

\[
J_Z(q, \psi) = D_y (\psi \ast D_x q) - D_x (\psi \ast D_y q),
\]

where \( \ast \) denotes the element-wise product of two vectors: \( (u \ast v)_{i,j} = u_{i,j} v_{i,j} \). The three discrete right-hand sides are not equivalent to each other in contrast to the continuous ones due to the fact that the product rule does not hold in the discrete case. It was noticed by Arakawa that by taking an average of the three discrete right-hand sides we obtain a discretisation \( J_{EZ} \) that conserves discrete analogues of both energy and enstrophy

\[ E = -\frac{1}{2} \psi^T (q - \mathbf{h}) \Delta x \Delta y = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{k, \ell=-M/2+1}^{M/2} (k^2 + \ell^2) \hat{\psi}_{k,\ell}^2 \Delta x \Delta y \]

and enstrophy

\[ Z = \frac{1}{2} q^T q \Delta x \Delta y = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{k, \ell=-M/2+1}^{M/2} \hat{q}_{k,\ell}^2 \Delta x \Delta y, \]

where \( \mathbf{v}^T \mathbf{v} \) denotes the vector inner product of two vectors \( \mathbf{u} \) and \( \mathbf{v} \), while the \( J_E \) discretisation preserves only energy, and the \( J_Z \) discretisation preserves only enstrophy. In reference to their conservation properties, we will refer to the discretisations as the Arakawa \( E \), \( E \), and \( Z \) discretisations, respectively. The Arakawa scheme preserves also the phase space volume element by the flow map.

In all experiments in this paper we choose \( M = 23 \) and initial conditions such that \( E = 7 \) and \( Z = 20 \).

3.3. Hamiltonian particle-mesh method

The Hamiltonian particle-mesh (HPM) method is a numerical discretisation of inviscid fluid dynamics that retains Hamiltonian structure. The method makes use of a Lagrangian fluid description to advect fluid particles while conserving energy and an Eulerian grid for evaluating derivatives using finite differences. The method was adapted for 2D incompressible flow by Cotter and Reich (2004).

The PV field is discretised by introducing a set of \( A \) discrete particles with fixed potential vorticity \( Q_a, a = 1, \ldots, A \) and time-dependent position \( \mathbf{X}_a(t) \in \mathcal{D} \). Then the PV field on a uniform \( M \times M \) grid on \( \mathcal{D} \) with grid spacing \( \Delta x = \Delta y = 2\pi/M \) and grid points denoted by \( (x_i, y_j) \) is approximated by

\[ q_{i,j}(t) = \sum_{a=1}^{A} Q_a \phi_{i,j} \{ \mathbf{X}_a(t) \}, \quad i, j = 0, \ldots, M - 1, \]

where \( \phi_{i,j}(x) = \phi((x - x_i)/\Delta x, (y - y_j)/\Delta y) \) is a compactly supported basis function satisfying symmetry, normalisation and partition of unity properties, respectively:

\[ \phi(x) = \phi(-x), \quad \int_{\mathcal{D}} \phi(x) \, dx = 1, \quad \sum_{i,j=0}^{M-1} \phi_{i,j}(x) = 1, \quad \forall x \in \mathcal{D}. \]

In our implementation we use the tensor product of normalised cubic B-splines \( \phi(x) = \phi_0(x) \phi_0(y) \), where

\[ \phi_0(r) = \begin{cases} \frac{3}{2} - |r|^2, & |r| \leq 1, \\ \frac{3}{2} - \frac{|r|^2}{2}, & |r| \leq 2, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases} \]

The particles are advected in a divergence-free velocity field according to

\[ \frac{d}{dt} \mathbf{X}_a = \nabla^\perp \psi(x, t) |_{x=\mathbf{X}_a(t)}, \quad a = 1, \ldots, A, \]

where the continuous stream function \( \psi \) is obtained by

\[ \psi(x, t) = \sum_{i,j=0}^{M-1} \psi_{i,j}(t) \phi_{i,j}(x), \]

and the discrete stream function \( \psi_{i,j}(t) \) is computed by first solving the Poisson equation Eq. (1b) using the Fourier method described in section 3.1 and then employing the Fourier transformation to obtain the grid-based stream function \( \psi_{i,j}(t) \).

The HPM method conserves energy

\[ E = -\frac{1}{2} \psi^T (q - \mathbf{h}) \Delta x \Delta y = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{k, \ell=-M/2+1}^{M/2} (k^2 + \ell^2) \hat{\psi}_{k,\ell}^2 \Delta x \Delta y \]

and an infinite number of Casimirs on particles, namely

\[ \left( \frac{2\pi}{A} \right)^2 \sum_{a=1}^{A} Q_a^2, \quad \alpha = 1, 2, \ldots \]

However, this property does not transfer to the gridded PV field \( q \). That is, the grid-based analogues

\[ \left( \frac{2\pi}{M} \right)^2 \sum_{i,j=0}^{M-1} Q_{i,j}^2, \quad \alpha = 1, 2, \ldots \]

are not conserved in general, with the sole exception being the total circulation when \( \alpha = 1 \). On the other hand, it was shown by Dubinkina and Frank (2010) that the motion of particles is embedded in an area-preserving flow.

Next, let us denote enstrophy on particles as

\[ \beta = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{2\pi}{A} \right)^2 \sum_{a=1}^{A} Q_a^2 \]

and define a normalised 3rd order Casimir on particles as

\[ \gamma = \left( \frac{2\pi}{A} \right)^2 \sum_{a=1}^{A} Q_a^2. \]

In all experiments in this paper we choose \( M = A = 23 \) and initial conditions such that \( E = 7, \beta = 20 \) and \( \gamma \) is either 0 or 6.
4. Time discretisations

To integrate the Arakawa and HPM semi-discretisations in time we use the implicit midpoint rule, since this method preserves quadratic quantities and the 2A-dimensional phase space of particle positions. The step of the time discretisation $\Delta t_{\text{int}} = 0.1$ for the Arakawa schemes and $\Delta t_{\text{int}} = 0.01$ for the HPM method. In Figure 1 we plot the relative error in energy $E$ and enstrophy $Z$ over time for these discretisations

$$\varepsilon_{\text{rel}}[E](t) = \left| \frac{E(t) - E(0)}{E(0)} \right|, \quad \varepsilon_{\text{rel}}[Z](t) = \left| \frac{Z(t) - Z(0)}{Z(0)} \right|. \quad (3)$$

As it can be observed from Figure 1, energy is well preserved by the Arakawa $EZ$, Arakawa $E$ and HPM discretisations, and enstrophy is well preserved by the Arakawa $EZ$ and Arakawa $Z$ discretisations.

5. Statistical mechanics

Given a discrete approximation $q(t)$ to the solution $q(x, t)$ of Eq. (1), obtained from a numerical simulation, we would like to analyse the accuracy of computed functions averages of the solution. For example, the long-time average of a function $F(q(t))$ of the potential vorticity field is denoted

$$\langle F(q) \rangle = \lim_{T_0 \to \infty} \frac{1}{T_0} \int_{t_0}^{t_0 + T_0} F(q(t)) \, dt,$$

where $t_0$ is the time required for decorrelation of the initial condition. If the discrete dynamics is ergodic with respect to a unique invariant measure $\rho(q)$ on the phase space, then the long-time average is equivalent to the ensemble average with respect to $\rho$,

$$\langle F(q) \rangle_{\rho} = \int F(q) \rho(q) \, dq,$$

where the integral is over the (function) space of potential vorticity fields, and it suffices to derive the invariant measure associated with the numerical method.

Statistical equilibrium theories for explaining the long-time behaviour were derived for Arakawa methods by Dubinkina and Frank (2007) and HPM method by Dubinkina and Frank (2010), where the main findings were that the conserved quantities of a numerical approximation are relevant for the statistical equilibrium. In Figure 2 scatter plots of time-averaged fields for Arakawa methods are shown for $t_0 = 10^3$ and $T_0 = 10^6$. Both Arakawa $E$ and $Z$ discretisations give rather trivial statistical equilibrium states: $\langle \psi \rangle = 0$ and $\langle q \rangle = 0$, respectively. Arakawa $EZ$ discretisation, however, gives a linear relation between time-averaged potential vorticity and time-averaged stream function, which is in agreement with the energy-enstrophy statistical theory of Kraichnan (1975); Salmon et al. (1976); Carnevale and Frederiksen (1987). Moreover, the energy-enstrophy statistical theory predicts that for the layered topography time-averaged stream function is also layered. This can be observed in Figure 3 for Arakawa $EZ$ discretisation. Arakawa $E$ and $Z$ give $\langle \psi \rangle = 0$ and $\langle \psi \rangle = h$, respectively.

Figure 2. The scatter plot of time-averaged fields $\langle q \rangle$ vs. $\langle \psi \rangle$ with linear fit for Arakawa $EZ$ (a), Arakawa $E$ (b), and Arakawa $Z$ (c). Time average is computed for $t_0 = 10^3$ and $T_0 = 10^6$.

Figure 3. The contour plot of time-averaged stream function $\langle \psi \rangle$ for Arakawa $EZ$ (a), Arakawa $E$ (b), and Arakawa $Z$ (c). Time average is computed for $t_0 = 10^3$ and $T_0 = 10^6$.

Figure 4 shows scatter plot of time-averaged fields for the HPM method for different values of $\gamma$ from Eq. (2), mainly $\gamma = 0$ and $\gamma = 6$. For $\gamma = 0$ the HPM discretisation exhibits the same long-time statistical behaviour as the Arakawa $EZ$ but for $\gamma = 6$ the behaviour becomes nonlinear instead of linear. This is due to both particular initial conditions—when prior PV on the particles was chosen to be gamma distribution instead of normal distribution—and Casimirs trivially conserved by the particles. Time-averaged stream function shown in Figure 5 is layered for $\gamma = 0$ but is not for $\gamma = 6$, which indicates that the energy-enstrophy statistical theory does not hold for $\gamma > 0$ (Abramov and Majda 2003; Dubinkina and Frank 2010).

Figure 4. The scatter plot of time-averaged fields $\langle q \rangle$ vs. $\langle \psi \rangle$ for the HPM method with $\gamma = 0$ (a) and $\gamma = 6$ (b). Time average is computed for $t_0 = 10^3$ and $T_0 = 10^6$.© 2013 Royal Meteorological Society
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Note that since any Arakawa scheme preserves only quantities up to second order, choosing initial PV on the grid distributed according to gamma PDF does not result in the nonlinear statistical behaviour of long-time averages (not shown as it is identical to Figures 2–3). However, if time averaging is performed on a much shorter time scale, for example if \( t_0 = 0 \) and \( T_0 = 10^2 \), then the initial gamma-distributed PV leads to nonlinear effects as it can be seen in Figures 6–7. This means that by replacing initial conditions of PV often enough leads to nonlinear behaviour. The goal of data assimilation is to decrease an error in initial conditions by using noisy observations from time to time. However, the results of data assimilation depend on which dynamical variable is observed, observation noise, assimilation interval, etc. and the question that we ask is does the choice of a numerical scheme influence the results of data assimilation?

6. Ensemble Kalman Filter

The Ensemble Kalman filter is a Monte Carlo approximation of the Kalman filter for nonlinear models, which avoids evolving the covariance matrix. The Ensemble Kalman Filter is a widely used data assimilation method (e.g. Evensen 2009a). There are different types of Ensemble Kalman Filter, here we consider an Ensemble Kalman filter with perturbed observations of Burgers et al. (1998) which we denote as EnKF.

Denoting a state variable of a nonlinear model at discrete times \( n = 0, 1, \ldots \) by \( z_n \), we aim at finding an estimate \( \tilde{z}_n \) of \( z_n \) for \( n = 1, 2, \ldots \) from available observations

\[
\tilde{z}_n = \tilde{z}_n^{\psi} + K(d^n - H\tilde{z}_n^{\psi}), \quad e = 1, \ldots, m,
\]

where \( H \) is the observation operator that projects the model state \( z_n \) into the observation space and \( \eta_n \) is an observation error here assumed to be from a normal distribution with mean zero and variance \( R \), by solving the following set of equations

\[
d^n = d^n + \nu^n, \quad e = 1, \ldots, m,
\]

\[
K = B_n H^T (HB_n H^T + R)^{-1},
\]

\[
B_n = \frac{1}{m-1} (Z_n - 2z_{n1}1_m)(Z_n - z_{n1}1_m^T)^T.
\]

Here \( \{z_n^{\psi} \}_{n=1}^m \) is an ensemble of model states obtained by solving the nonlinear model with \( m \) different initial conditions, \( \{d^n\}_{n=1}^m \) are perturbed observations with \( \{\nu^n\}_{n=1}^m \) drawn from normal distribution with mean zero and variance \( R \). \( Z_n \) is a matrix containing each ensemble member \( z_n^{\psi} \) as a column, and \( z_{n1} \) is the ensemble mean defined as \( z_{n1} = 1/m Z_n 1_m \) with \( 1_m \) being an \( m \)-dimensional vector with all elements equal to 1. In this paper, the so-called assimilation period, which is the time interval between two consecutive observations, \( \Delta t_{assim} := t_{n+1} - t_n \), is kept constant and the nonlinear model is a discretised QG model with \( z = (\psi, q)^T \). Since potential vorticity and stream function are obtained on a \( 23 \times 23 \) grid, the size of vector \( z \) is equal to 1058.

In an EnKF localisation is often employed in order to remove spurious correlations due to a small ensemble size (Hamill et al. 2001). This is done by replacing the covariance matrix \( B_n \) in Eq. (5) by Schur product with a distance-based correlation matrix \( L \)

\[
L = (L \circ B_n)H^T \left( H(L \circ B_n)H^T + R \right)^{-1}.
\]

Here \( L \) is a matrix of four identical blocks and an element of a block is defined by

\[
L_{ijM+j',i'M+j'} = \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{\text{dist}(\{x_i, y_j\}, \{x_{i'}, y_{j'}\})}{r_0} \right]^2 \right),
\]

where \( \text{dist}(\{x_i, y_j\}, \{x_{i'}, y_{j'}\}) \) is the coordinate distance between two grid points taking into account periodic boundary conditions and scaled by \( \Delta x \), and \( r_0 \) is a localisation radius, also scaled by \( \Delta x \). Other choices for \( L \) exist, such as for example Gaspari-Cohn function (Gaspari and Cohn 1999).

In order to define \( r_0 \) we compute empirical variogram of potential vorticity and analogously of stream function by

\[
\text{variogram}(\psi) = \frac{1}{2|N(d)|} \sum_{\{(i,j),(i',j')\} \in N(d)} |\psi_{ij} - \psi_{i'j'}|^2,
\]

where \( N(d) \) denotes the set of pairs of \( \{(i,j),(i',j')\} \) such that \( \text{dist}(\{x_i, y_j\}, \{x_{i'}, y_{j'}\}) = d \) and \( N(d) \) is the number of pairs in the set, and fit a theoretical variogram to it. The theoretical fit is needed in order to compute the range—the distance beyond which the correlation is negligible—or in other words the localisation radius. Variogram of potential vorticity is a bounded variogram (not shown) and thus spherical theoretical variogram is used to define the range. Variogram of potential vorticity is unbounded and thus Gaussian theoretical variogram is used to define the range. In Figures 8–9 we plot range of variogram for potential vorticity and stream function over time for Arakawa EZ (a),
Arakawa $E$ (b), and Arakawa $Z$ (c), from which it can be observed that the localisation radius for potential vorticity should be 2 and for stream function 8.

In addition to localisation, ensemble inflation is often used in an EnKF in order to increase the spread of an ensemble (Anderson and Anderson 1999). This is done by multiplying anomalies with a scalar $p$ (usually between 1 and 1.2) prior to the application of the EnKF

$$
\mathbf{z}_n^e = \mathbf{z}_n + p(\mathbf{z}_n - \mathbf{z}_n), \quad e = 1, \ldots, m.
$$

7. Numerical experiments

We perform so-called twin experiments, where observations are obtained by perturbing an output of a “true” mathematical model rather than from a measuring device. Such a numerical setup allows to have an access to the true solution and analyse the results of data assimilation with respect to the truth. The true model here is the QG model discretised by the HPM method from section 3.3 with $\gamma = 6$, since it preserves an infinite number of Casimirs by particles and is capable of producing the nonlinear statistical behaviour. The analysed model here is the QG model discretised by an Arakawa scheme from section 3.2.

In order to assess quality of an estimation we use the root mean square error defined as

$$
\text{RMSE}(\mathbf{q}) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{M^2} (\mathbf{q}_n - \mathbf{q}_n^{\text{truth}})^T (\mathbf{q}_n - \mathbf{q}_n^{\text{truth}})}
$$

and ratio between spread of the ensemble and RMSE, where

$$
\text{spread}(\mathbf{q}) = \frac{1}{M^2} \text{std}(\mathbf{q})^T \mathbf{1}_{M^2}
$$

with $\mathbf{1}_{M^2}$ being an $M^2$-dimensional vector with all elements equal to 1 and

$$
\text{std}(\mathbf{q}) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{m-1} \sum_{e=m+1}^m (\mathbf{q}_e^e - \mathbf{q}_n) \ast (\mathbf{q}_e^e - \mathbf{q}_n)}.
$$

The ratio should be near one indicating that the system is reliable. The metrics are averaged over time with a transient of 500 assimilation time steps. The same metrics are defined for stream function.

In all experiments, otherwise stated, the ensemble size is $m = 25$. The assimilation period $\Delta t_{\text{assim}}$ is taken to be greater than the time step of numerical discretisation $\Delta t_{\text{int}}$, namely $\Delta t_{\text{assim}} = 2$, in order to investigate the properties of a numerical discretisation in terms of error propagation. The total integration is performed on the interval $[0, t_0 + T_0]$. In all experiments we use $t_0 = 10^3$ and $T_0 = 10^4$, this makes 5500 assimilation cycles. To compare time-averaged fields, the solutions are averaged over the time interval $t \in [t_0, t_0 + T_0]$.

7.1. Stream function observations

In this section, we observe stream function $\psi$ from the HPM method with $\gamma = 6$ at every grid point, thus the operator $\mathbf{H}$ is equal to $[\mathbf{O} \mathbf{I}]$, where $\mathbf{O}$ is the zero matrix of $M^2 \times M^2$ dimension and $\mathbf{I}$ is the identical matrix of the same dimension. The standard deviation of the observation error is taken to be 1, thus $\mathbf{R} = 1$. It should be noted that neither localisation nor inflation is used.

In Figure 10 we plot relative error in energy (dashed line) and enstrophy (solid line) from Eq. (3) of analysis for different Arakawa schemes. Though none of the analyses preserve neither energy nor enstrophy, relative error in energy fluctuates around small values for both Arakawa $EZ$ (0.1) and Arakawa $Z$ (0.2).

We investigate the performance of the Arakawa schemes with respect to the time-averaged field reconstruction. Figure 11 shows scatter plots of time-averaged fields for Arakawa methods. It can be seen that the original behaviour of the Arakawa schemes—linear fit for Arakawa $EZ$, $\langle \psi \rangle = 0$ for Arakawa $E$, and $\langle q \rangle = 0$ for Arakawa $Z$—is strongly influenced by data assimilation which results in nonlinear statistical behaviour. Arakawa $EZ$ reproduces the nonlinear fit with better accuracy than any other Arakawa scheme. As it was noted by Dubinkina and Frank (2007), Arakawa $Z$ statistically behaves as Arakawa $EZ$ on long-time scales, while Arakawa $E$ deviates quickly to its own statistical behaviour. Thus assimilation period has a large influence on the data assimilation results as expected.
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the first column of metrics of Table 1. We see that the true PDF is skewed, while approximated PDFs are not for any Arakawa scheme. This means that even though Arakawa EZ is skewed, while approximated PDFs are not for any Arakawa EZ, the mean only worse, which also happens for Arakawa EZ.

Next we study how localisation influences the EnKF performance from statistical mechanics point of view. It was observed in Figures 8–9 that correlations are negligible for distances larger than 1 for potential vorticity and larger than 7 for stream function in $\Delta x$ units. In Figure 13 we show the time-averaged RMSE of potential vorticity (a) and stream function (b) as a function of localisation radius. For Arakawa EZ and Z optimal localisation radius in terms of the smallest RMSE of potential vorticity is 2 and in terms of stream function is 10 and 8, respectively. For Arakawa E it is 8 in both cases. However, the optimal localisation radius in terms of the smallest stream function RMSE gives very poor estimation of the PDF, namely mean is -0.88 for Arakawa EZ and -1.16 for Arakawa Z compared to the true mean -0.32. Therefore we use the optimal localisation radius in terms of the smallest PV RMSE. In second column of metrics in Table 1 we give mean, standard deviation and skewness of PDF for Arakawa discretisations with optimal localisation. With or without localisation Arakawa E estimates poorly the PDF. For Arakawa EZ mean is already well approximated by the EnKF without localisation and localisation makes the approximation of the mean only worse, which also happens for Arakawa Z. The standard deviation, on the other hand, becomes underestimated instead of overestimated for both Arakawa EZ and Z, which highlights the need of inflation. Moreover it is interesting to note that the skewness is improved with localisation for both Arakawa EZ and Z. In Figures 14–15 we display scatter plot of time-averaged fields and time-averaged stream function, respectively, when localisation is applied. From Figure 14 we conclude that even though the RMSE decreases when localisation is used for all Arakawa discretisations, the true nonlinear statistical behaviour can be reproduced by Arakawa EZ only.

In addition to localisation we employ inflation. The optimal inflation factor $p = 1.001$ provides the smallest RMSE in terms of potential vorticity for all Arakawa discretisations (not shown). In Figure 16 we plot the time-averaged spread to RMSE ratio for different inflation factors. It can be observed that while Arakawa EZ and Z are reliable for the optimal inflation, Arakawa E is not as it gives the ratio for potential vorticity close to zero. Moreover, for $p > 1.003$ Arakawa E is unable to converge during implicit midpoint integration. In Table 2 we show moments of PDF for the optimal inflation factor. We conclude that Arakawa EZ provides the best estimation of the true PDF in terms of not only the mean and standard deviation but also skewness.

When observations of stream function are assimilated, localisation and inflation improve estimation of the true PDF while keeping the nonlinear statistical behaviour intact only for Arakawa EZ, while for Arakawa Z it comes with a price of a shift. 

### Table 1. Mean, standard deviation and skewness of PDF of potential vorticity for the true HPM method and for the Arakawa schemes obtained by assimilating observations of stream function without localisation (first column of metrics), and using optimal localisation radius (second column of metrics).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>scheme</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>std</th>
<th>skewness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPM</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EZ</td>
<td>-0.33 -0.36</td>
<td>0.99 0.18</td>
<td>-0.05 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>-0.13 -5.27</td>
<td>6.18 1.57</td>
<td>0.06 2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>-0.25 -0.47</td>
<td>1.53 0.19</td>
<td>0.08 0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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in nonlinear relation between time-averaged fields, though time-averaged stream function is better approximated. For Arakawa $E$ neither localisation nor inflation improve estimation of the true PDF nor of the true nonlinear statistical behaviour. This means that the model error of Arakawa $E$ is too large and assimilation of observations of stream function is unable to compensate for this error.

### 7.2. PV observations

In this section, we observe potential vorticity $q$ from the HPM method with $\gamma = 6$ at every grid point, thus the operator $H$ is equal to $[I O]$, where $O$ is again the zero matrix of $M^2 \times M^2$ dimension and $I$ is the identical matrix of the same dimension. The standard deviation of the observation error is again 1, thus $R = I$.

In should be noted that we were unable to carry out numerical experiments without localisation as the filter diverges, thus in Figure 17 we show the time-averaged RMSE of potential vorticity (a) and stream function (b) as a function of localisation radius. The optimal localisation radius in terms of the smallest RMSE of potential vorticity being 1.04 for all Arakawa discretisations (now shown). In Figure 20 we show the time-averaged spread to RMSE ratio for potential vorticity (a) and stream function (b) as a function of inflation factor. We see that all Arakawa discretisations underestimate the spread for the optimal inflation factor and they become reliable when the inflation factor goes to 1.1.

![Figure 17](image)

Figure 17. The time-averaged RMSE of potential vorticity (a) and stream function (b) obtained by assimilating observations of potential vorticity using different localisation radii in Arakawa $E$, $EZ$ (solid line), Arakawa $E$ (dashed line), and Arakawa $Z$ (dotted line).

![Figure 18](image)

Figure 18. Same as Figure 11, but assimilating observations of potential vorticity with localisation.

![Figure 19](image)

Figure 19. Same as Figure 11, but assimilating observations of potential vorticity with localisation.

![Figure 20](image)

Figure 20. The time-averaged spread to RMSE ratio for potential vorticity (a) and stream function (b) obtained by assimilating observations of potential vorticity with optimal localisation radius using different inflation factors in Arakawa $E$, $EZ$ (solid line), Arakawa $E$ (dashed line), and Arakawa $Z$ (dotted line).

In second column of metrics in Table 3 we give moments of PDF for Arakawa discretisations using optimal inflation. We observe that now both mean and standard deviation are well estimated but skewness becomes almost zero unlike in the experiments without inflation, where skewness is estimated well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>scheme</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>std</th>
<th>skewness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPM</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EZ</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>-5.27</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Mean, standard deviation and skewness of PDF of potential vorticity for the true HPM method and for the Arakawa schemes obtained by assimilating observations of stream function using localisation and inflation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>scheme</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>std</th>
<th>skewness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPM</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EZ</td>
<td>-0.32 -0.32</td>
<td>0.11 0.23</td>
<td>0.27 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>-0.32 -0.32</td>
<td>0.15 0.27</td>
<td>0.18 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>-0.32 -0.32</td>
<td>0.10 0.23</td>
<td>0.27 -0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Mean, standard deviation and skewness of PDF of potential vorticity for the true HPM method and for the Arakawa schemes obtained by assimilating observations of potential vorticity using Gauss localisation function without inflation (first column of metrics), and using optimal inflation factor (second column of metrics).
by Arakawa EZ and Z. It should be noted that even better estimations of standard deviation can be obtained by tuning the inflation factor. This tuning, however, does not improve skewness as it remains close to zero (not shown). By comparing Table 2 and 3, we conclude that Arakawa EZ with localisation and inflation (which are necessary for counteracting sampling error) estimates better the PDF when observations of stream function rather than of PV are assimilated.

Next we investigate how localisation function influences PDF estimation by using Dirac function instead of Gauss function. We find an optimal localisation radius and optimal inflation factor for each Arakawa discretisation when Dirac localisation function is used. In Table 4 we give moments of PDF for the true HPM method and different Arakawa discretisations with and without inflation, where first column of metrics is for experiments without inflation, and second column is for the optimal inflation factor. Comparing Table 3 and Table 4 we observe that without inflation Gauss localisation function provides better estimations of the skewness than Dirac function. When inflation is used the skewness is almost zero independent of the localisation function.

Finally we investigate Arakawa performance when a large ensemble size, namely \( m = 600 \), is used. With such a large ensemble it was possible to perform data assimilation without localisation nor inflation. In Table 5 we display moments of PDF, where first column of metrics is for experiments without localisation nor inflation, second column is for the optimal localisation but no inflation, and third column is for both localisation and inflation. Without localisation the skewness is poorly estimated, while with localisation the skewness becomes better. The same was observed in the experiments of assimilating observations of stream function (Table 1). When both localisation and inflation are applied, the skewness becomes worse. This holds for a small ensemble size (Table 3) as well as a large ensemble size (Table 5). This, on the contrary, was not observed in the experiments of assimilating observations of stream function where inflation improved estimations of not only standard deviation but also skewness (Table 2).

### Table 4. Mean, standard deviation and skewness of PDF of potential vorticity for the true HPM method and for the Arakawa schemes obtained by assimilating observations of potential vorticity using Dirac localisation function without inflation (first column of metrics), and using optimal inflation factor (second column of metrics).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>scheme</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>std</th>
<th>skewness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPM</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EZ</td>
<td>-0.32 -0.32</td>
<td>0.14 0.21</td>
<td>0.13 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>-0.32 -0.32</td>
<td>0.19 0.27</td>
<td>0.08 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>-0.32 -0.32</td>
<td>0.14 0.21</td>
<td>0.14 0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5. Mean, standard deviation and skewness of PDF of potential vorticity for the true HPM method and for the Arakawa schemes obtained by assimilating observations of potential vorticity with 600 ensemble members without localisation (first column of metrics), using Gauss localisation function without inflation (second column of metrics), and using both localisation and inflation (third column of metrics).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>scheme</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>std</th>
<th>skewness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPM</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EZ</td>
<td>-0.36 -0.32 -0.32</td>
<td>0.18 0.11 0.25</td>
<td>-0.07 0.13 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>-0.27 -0.32 -0.33</td>
<td>0.15 0.18 0.25</td>
<td>0.15 0.11 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>-0.38 -0.32 -0.32</td>
<td>0.20 0.11 0.24</td>
<td>-0.04 0.18 -0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. Conclusions

When performing data assimilation one relies on limited noisy observations, model predictions contaminated with errors and a data assimilation method with its own assumptions and errors. Therefore in order to improve data assimilation results one needs to decrease these errors. Data assimilation and statistical equilibrium mechanics share the same goal of defining a probability measure, though data assimilation combines both a model and observations that typically come from phase spaces with different probability measures, while statistical equilibrium mechanics relies solely on the model (either continuous or discrete). The discrete system obtained by a numerical approximation has its own probability measure depending on the conserved quantities that discrete system possesses. In this paper we studied relevance of quantities conserved by a numerical scheme for data assimilation, namely when observations come from a phase space with one probability measure and the model state comes from a phase space with another probability measure.

We considered three Arakawa discretisations: Arakawa EZ which preserves both energy and enstrophy, Arakawa E which preserves only energy, and Arakawa Z which preserves only enstrophy. The initial condition of the true solution obtained by the HPM method was such that the scaled third moment of potential vorticity is equal to 6, which corresponds to the gamma PDF. In this case the long-time average of the fields exhibit nonlinear relation, according to the statistical mechanical theory of the HPM method, and none of the Arakawa schemes is able to reproduce such behaviour alone. As the data assimilation method we chose an Ensemble Kalman Filter with perturbed observations due to its popularity.

We showed that when observations of stream function are assimilated, the choice of a numerical scheme is crucial for a good reconstruction of time-averaged fields: Arakawa EZ provides the best estimate. Arakawa Z gives a slightly worse but still good estimate, and Arakawa E completely fails. Moreover, without localisation nor inflation both Arakawa EZ and Z do not estimate well the potential vorticity PDF as they provide normal PDF while the true PDF is skewed. This indicates the ability of the Ensemble Kalman Filter to reproduce nonlinear large-scale behaviour without reproducing non-Gaussian small-scale behaviour. For better reconstruction of the PDF, when assimilating observations of stream function, we need to use both localisation and inflation. With optimally chosen localisation radius and inflation factor we are able to improve estimations of mean, standard deviation and skewness of the PDF keeping the nonlinear statistical behaviour of time-averaged fields intact only for Arakawa EZ. Arakawa Z gives better estimation of the standard deviation and skewness but not mean of the PDF. It improves time-averaged stream function but introduces a shift in the nonlinear relation between time-averaged fields. Arakawa E does not improve the PDF estimation nor relation between time-averaged fields regardless of the localisation radius and inflation factor.

When observations of potential vorticity are assimilated, we can obtain good reconstructions of the long-time averages of the state and the PDF independent of a numerical scheme, though it becomes indispensable to apply localisation. We showed that Gauss localisation function provides better estimations of the PDF skewness than Dirac function, when inflation is not applied. When inflation is applied, the skewness becomes almost zero independent of the localisation function and ensemble size. As our future work we plan to study whether more advanced data assimilation methods that account for sampling error due to the finite size ensemble (e.g. Bocquet et al. 2015) deteriorate skewness estimations.
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The difference between assimilating stream function and potential vorticity is that one assimilates large-scale observations and another one small-scale observations. Since Arakawa E does not model correctly the inverse energy cascade leading to too much energy on the smallest scales, assimilating stream function does not improve the estimation, while assimilating potential vorticity does. Arakawa E.Z, on the contrary, does not have this flaw and thus provides a good estimation of nonlinear statistical behaviour even when assimilating stream function.

It should be noted that apart from the HPM method there exists another numerical method that exhibits nonlinear statistical behaviour—the Zeitlin scheme (Zeitlin 1991) combined with McLachlan splitting for time discretisation (McLachlan 1993). Abramov and Majda (2003) showed that this numerical approximation is capable of producing both normal and skewed statistical behaviour—the Zeitlin scheme (Zeitlin 1991) combined with McLachlan splitting for time discretisation. Abramov and Majda (2003) showed that this numerical approximation is capable of producing both normal and skewed statistical behaviour even when assimilating stream function.
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